
Base ten Fort

Be sure you add your ones and tens,
your hundreds too…

And then check it again!

By: Adam Dovico & Katie Mense

Do you want to build a snow fort?
Come on, let’s use base ten.



Base ten Fort

In small teams, students use ones units, tens rods, 
and hundreds flats to build a base ten fort.

The teacher may choose to set a goal for the value 
of the fort or the students can free build and find the 

value of the fort they design.



Base Ten Fort
Team members:

materials:

Plan:
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Tally Table: Place a tally mark for each ones unit, tens rod, or hundreds flat that you used to 
build your base ten fort.

Total Tallies: Add up your tallies for that row and write the number.
Multiply: Place your total tallies number in the empty space of the equation.
Total: Multiply your total tallies times the unit value and write the product.

Tally table Tallies Totalmultiply
Times one

Times ten

Times one hundred

_____ x _____ 1

_____ x _____ 10

_____ x _____ 100

Base Ten Fort
Team:

Add the totals from each row to find the value of the blocks that were 
used to build the base ten fort.

total
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Snowball fight

As a group, Students can construct a catapult that 
can launch mini marshmallows.

They will place characters around or behind the fort. 
They can take turns trying to hit the characters.

You can even make it a game amongst groups and
have them keep score.

Materials Needed:
9 craft sticks

6 rubber bands
1 plastic spoon



Snowball Fight!

Print characters out on cardstock. To stand them up, use a mini 
binder clip (as seen above) or a small piece of play-doh.
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